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Glossary
ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
Me
PMe
POC
PP
TSS
BS
CG
FG

Description
Copper
Zinc
Lead
Cadmium
Metal (can be either Cu, Zn, Pb or Cd)
Particulate metal (= particulate copper, zinc, lead or cadmium)
Particulate Organic Carbon
Particulate phosphorus
Total suspended solid
Bed sediments
Course-grained
Fine-grained

FACTORS
Variable*
Description
YldA
Yield of A at the river mouth
LdA

Load of A at the river mouth

[B]A

Content of A on/in B

Ac
LCd
FrnP
FrnS
WRpc

Concentration of A in the water

A**
TSS, PMe

B**

TSS, Me,
POC, PP
POC, PP, Me TSS, BS, soil,
FG, CG
POC, TSS

Dominant lithology class
Fournier Precipitation
Fournier Slope
Share of wetland rice in the river
basin
MGpc
Share of marginal grassland in the
river basin
R
Runoff
DTSS
basin-aggregated reservoir
retention factor of TSS
fB
Mass fraction of bed sediments
BS, FG
pop% Population density percentile
tpop%
Population density percentile
threshold
* Some variables are used for different substances or origins (A and B)
** A is substance and B the is origin

Unit
(M)g km-2
year-1
(M)g year-1
mg kg-1
mg L-1
mm day-1
m km-1
%
%
m year-1
(0-1)
(0-1)
(0-1)
(0-1)

iii

Summary
Metals (e.g. copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd)) that enter rivers can cause
several water-quality issues. Metals are exported by rivers to the river mouths in forms of
dissolved metal and particulate metal that adhere to suspended solids. The largest share of
metals these exported is as particulate metal, which are a potential thread to aquatic ecosystems
when they become bioavailable under changing environmental conditions.
Modelling tools help to understand the river export of these particulate metals, but they hardly
exist. Previous modelling studies have focussed on the river export of other elements, such as
nutrients, but not on metals. The Global Nutrient Export of WaterSheds (NEWS) model
quantifies the world-wide river export of particulate and dissolved nitrogen, phosphorus and
carbon. This model was used inspired to develop a river export model for particulate metals.
My research objective was to develop and apply a model for river export of particulate metals
(Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd) by European rivers. To meet this objective, three research questions (RQs)
on possible modelling approaches (RQ1), relevant processes and factors (RQ2), and the
estimated the estimated river export of particulate metals in European river basins in 2000
(RQ3) are addressed. First, I analysed the relevant equations and outputs from the Global NEWS
model on the river export of total suspended solids (TSS) and particulate phosphorus. Based on
this analysis a new modelling approach was developed for the river export of particulate metals
(Chapter 2, RQ1). Second, I reviewed the scientific literature on the relevant processes and
factors that define the metal contents on TSS (Chapter 3, RQ2). Finally, these relevant processes
and factors were quantified to calculate the river export of particulate metals (Chapter 4, RQ3).
This led to the Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model.
First, the Global NEWS model is a solid basis to calculate river export of particulate metals on
a course scale (RQ1, Chapter 2). This model contains several input parameters for each river
basin and provides the basin’s characteristics. Its approach to model river export of particulate
phosphorus is less useful for particulate metals because it is purely statistical. However, its
approach for the river export of TSS is useful to develop a model for river export of particulate
metals, because particulate metals are exported with TSS towards river mouths. The particulate
metals’ river export is calculated by combining the river export of TSS with the TSS metal
content, which is determined in RQ2.
Second, my literature review shows that TSS metal contents are variable in place and time, and
are affected by natural and anthropogenic impacts (RQ2, Chapter 3). Water discharge plays a
crucial role in this metal contents. Under low discharge conditions, TSS contents at the river
mouth are relatively high because the TSS then predominantly consists of relatively metal
enriched fine-grained suspended solids. Under higher discharges, also coarser suspended solids
with a lower metal content are exported. Higher discharge thus causes the average TSS metal
contents at the river mouth to decline. Metal enrichment of sediments in a river basin is caused
iv

by both natural and anthropogenic factors. Natural factors include lithology and anthropogenic
factors can be resembled by using the population density.
Third, the PREME model is developed for the river export of particulate metals (RQ3, Chapter
4). This is the first attempt to generically model the river export of metals for all European river
basins. The model simulates the river export of Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd, and their TSS content at the
river mouth, based on the metal contents in soils and bed sediments. PREME’s main inputs are
population density, lithology, TSS river export and metals contents in soils. PREME combines
statistical and process-based modelling approaches and its results provide several new insights
for European river basins. First, simulated river export of particulate metals varies among the
river basins. Higher values are generally calculated for small basins in Italy and northern
Scandinavia. The main factor that determines this variability, is the river export of TSS. Second,
the TSS metal content at the river mouth is estimated by using measured metal contents in
agricultural soils and modelled metal contents in bed sediments at the river mouths. The TSS
metal contents at the river mouth differ among the four metals and among European river basins
according to the model simulations. Model results should, however, be interpreted with care
because of uncertainties in model parameters and variables. The model was validated by
comparing modelled contents of the four metals on TSS with measured values. Its results
showed that PREME underestimates the TSS metal contents due to the domination of soil
particles (with a low metal content) in TSS.
Despite the uncertainties to the model, this thesis is a fruitful basis for the development of a
model for river export of metals. Such model can provide valuable information by identifying
risks of metals to aquatic ecosystems and society.

v

Chapter 1. Introduction
Anthropogenic inputs of metals such as copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd)
into rivers, cause water quality issues in many places in the world. Cu and Zn are micronutrients.
In low concentrations they are sentential for growth of plants and animals (Förstner and
Wittman, 1981). In elevated concentrations, Cu and Zn in water can become toxic. Pb and Zn
are non-essential elements and may also cause adverse effects in organisms at elevated
concentrations (Förstner and Wittman, 1981).
Sources of metals in water include natural and anthropogenic inputs. Inputs include geological
weathering, mining, industry, wastewater and leachates from agricultural soils (Förstner and
Wittman, 1981; Bonten et al., 2008). The metals are exported by rivers to the river mouths. This
leads to increased metal contents at the river mouths and around the coastal zones. Here, the
metals can cause adverse effects on ecosystems. For example, increased copper concentrations
reduced photochemical efficiency of seagrass (Prange and Dennison, 2000). Also, animals,
such as crabs and shrimps may take up metals. This can have large societal impacts when high
metal concentrations in coastal zones endanger food production (Van Ael et al., 2017).
Dissolved and particulate metals
Metals are exported by rivers in dissolved and particulate forms. Dissolved metals are
discharged with the water to the river mouth. Particulate metals are sorbed to and exported by
suspended solids to the river mouth. Particulate metals generally cover more than 90% of the
total river export of metals (Calmano et al., 1993). On the other hand, dissolved metals are a
larger potential thread to adverse effect since they are more available to organisms (Calmano
et al., 1993). However, the distribution of total metals between dissolved and particulate metals,
and thus the bioavailability of metals, is dynamic. Dissolved and particulate metals are in
equilibrium, which can change under certain conditions. Chemical parameters that affect the
distribution between particulate and dissolved metals are pH, ionic strength and redox
conditions (Peijnenburg and Jager, 2003). Particulate metals may thus become more
bioavailable when they remobilise under changing conditions, for example at the river mouth
where factors as salinity or dissolved oxygen concentrations change (Zwolsman et al., 1997).
Despite their low direct bioavailability, the particulate metals thus still form a potential thread
for the ecosystems and food production.
River export
Modelling tools help to understand the export of particulate metals to the river mouths. A tool
that models the river export of metals does currently not exist. Previous studies, however,
discussed the river export of suspended solids (e.g. Ludwig and Probst, 1998; Syvitski et al.,
2005; Walling, 2006), or nutrients (e.g. Beusen et al., 2005; Mayorga et al., 2010). To my
knowledge, only one study has estimated annual river export of particulate metals in many
rivers (in the USA; Horowitz et al., 2012). For Europe, the annual river export of particulate
metals has never been estimated. This thesis aims to perform a first step towards such model.
6

The Global Nutrient Export of WaterSheds (NEWS) model estimates the river export of
dissolved and particulate nitrogen, phosphorus and carbon (Mayorga et al., 2010), and inspired
my research.
Research objective and research questions
The research objective of this thesis is to develop and apply an approach to model the river
export of particulate metals (Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd) by European rivers. To meet this objective,
the following three research questions (RQs) are addressed:
RQ 1.
RQ 2.
RQ 3.

Which modelling approaches of the Global NEWS model for the river export of
particulate phosphorus are relevant for particulate metals?
Which processes and factors are important to consider when estimating the river
export of particulate metals?
What is the estimated river export of particulate metals in European river basins
in the year 2000?

These RQs are addressed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Chapter 2 will focus on the
modelling approaches in the Global NEWS model, and how they can be connected to the river
export of particulate metals. Chapter 3 will include a literature review on processes and
parameters that affect the metal content on TSS. This is valuable because particulate metals are
exported to the river mouth along with TSS. Finally, the insights from Chapter 2 and 3 are
combined in Chapter 4 (See Figure 1.1). In this Chapter, the Particulate River Export of Metals
in Europe (PREME) model will be developed and analysed. Finally, in Chapter 5 I will discuss
the results and provide overall conclusions.

Figure 1.1: Conceptual outline for determining the river export of particulate metals. Insight
for Chapter 2 are displayed in the red box, for Chapter 3 in the blue box and for Chapter 4 in
the green box.
7

Chapter 2. Modelling approaches in the Global NEWS Model
2.1. Introduction
This Chapter answers the RQ1 on the available and relevant modelling approaches of the Global
NEWS model. The Global NEWS model is a starting point of this research. Some of the
parameters from this model can be used for the river export of particulate metals. Therefore, a
description and evaluation of the Global NEWS model is done to understand the principles and
modelling approaches that the Global NEWS model uses. First, the modelling approaches of the
Global NEWS model for total suspended solids and particulate phosphorus are described in
Section 2.2. Next, Section 2.3 describes a new approach for modelling the river export of
particulate metals that allows combination with the approaches and relevant parameters of the
Global NEWS model. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 2.4.

2.2. The Global NEWS model for suspended solids and particulate phosphorus
2.2.1. The Global NEWS model
The Global NEWS model calculates the annual river export of dissolved and particulate
nitrogen, phosphorus and carbon per river basin for the years 1970, 2000, 2030 and 2050 for
global application (Mayorga et al., 2010). Inputs and outputs of the model are on a river basin
scale. The river basins defined in the Global NEWS model originate from the Simulated
Topological Network (STN-30p). This network represents the potential flow pathways through
the entire non-glacier global surface on a 0.5° x 0.5° spatial resolution (Vörösmarty et al.,
2003). The latest version of the Global NEWS model is Global NEWS-2. This version was
developed in 2009 and is described in Mayorga et al. (2010). This thesis refers to this version
when mentioning the Global NEWS model.
The Global NEWS model integrates dissolved and particulate sub-modules. The sub-module of
the Global NEWS model that calculates the river export of particulates originates from Beusen
et al. (2005). This sub-module calculates river export of total suspended solids (TSS) and
particulate nitrogen, phosphorus, and organic carbon based on a statistical relation. The
calculations of the Global NEWS model on the river export of TSS and particulate phosphorus
are specifically interesting for this thesis since both phosphorus and metals are adsorbed or
precipitated on particulates. The Global NEWS model, therefore, contains potentially interesting
insights and parameters for modelling the river export of particulate metals.
2.2.2. Total suspended solids
Statistical equation for total suspended solids
Estimates on the river export of TSS are essential when modelling the river export of particulate
metals because metals are sorbed to TSS. River export of TSS in the Global NEWS model
results is calculated using a statistical method with five independent factors (Beusen et al.,
2005). These factors are derived per river basin and include the (1) Fournier precipitation, (2)
Fournier slope, (3) the dominant lithology class, (4) the percentage of wetland rice field and (5)
8

the percentage of marginal grassland (Beusen et al., 2005). Factors 1-3 are related to natural
inputs of solids to surface waters. Factors 4 and 5 reflect anthropogenic impacts.
Fournier precipitation (FrnP) is an indicator for the annual magnitude and temporal distribution
of precipitation in a river basin. Fournier precipitation is calculated based on daily precipitation.
First, for each month a monthly mean of daily precipitation is calculated. Then, the 12 monthly
means are summed and squared. Finally, they are divided through the annual mean of daily
precipitation (Arnoldus, 1977). Fournier precipitation is expressed in mm day-1 (Beusen et al.,
2005).
The Fournier slope (FrnS) is an indicator of relief and morphology in the river basin. As with
Fournier precipitation it is a factor for variability and magnitude, but then for slopes. It uses
gridded elevation data. In its calculation, first the values for slopes in each grid cell within the
river basin are squared. Then, those squared values are summed and are divided by the sum of
values for slopes for all grid cells (Beusen et al., 2005). Fournier slope is expressed in m km-1
(Beusen et al., 2005).
The dominant lithology class (LCd) is an indicator of erodibility defined through the parent
material. Lithology values in the Global NEWS model are from Amiotte-Suchet et al. (2003)
and present the dominant lithology classes for each river basin. The Global NEWS model
includes seven classes for LCd (Table 2.1): sand/sandstone and gabbros, carbonate rocks,
shales, shield, acid volcanic, basalt, and ice and other (Mayorga et al., 2010). Their
corresponding regression coefficients are presented in Table 2.1.
Percentage of wetland rice field (WRPC) is an indicator for intensive cropping areas. Dense soils
with low percolation make the soils susceptible for transport with flood water and thus increase
the TSS flux (Beusen et al., 2005). WRPC is expressed as the percentage of the river basin
covered by wetland rice fields.
The last factor for the calculation of TSS is the percentage of marginal grassland (MGPC).
Marginal grasslands are degraded in many parts of the world and are susceptible to rainfall
erosion. This may result in large sediment loads to rivers. MGPC is expressed as percentage of
the basin area covered with marginal grasslands.
These factors are combined to quantify TSS yield (yldTSS) in Mg km-2 year-1. The calculation
of yldTSS is shown in Eq. 2.1 (Mayorga et al., 2010):
ln(𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆 ) = 𝛽𝐹𝑟𝑛𝑃 ⋅ 𝐹𝑟𝑛𝑃 + 𝛽𝐹𝑟𝑛𝑆 ⋅ 𝐹𝑟𝑛𝑆 + 𝛽𝐿𝐶𝑑 + 𝛽𝑀𝐺 ⋅ 𝑀𝐺𝑝𝑐 + 𝛽𝑊𝑅 ⋅ 𝑊𝑅𝑝𝑐 + 𝛽0

(Eq 2.1)

Where,
- FrnP is the Fournier precipitation in mm day-1;
- FrnS is the Fournier slope in m km-1;
- MGPC is the fraction of marginal grassland in the river basin;
- WRPC is the fraction of wetland rice in %; and
9

- βFrnP, βFrnS, βLCd, βMG, βWR and β0 are the regression parameters which are presented in Table
2.1 (Mayorga et al., 2010).
Table 2.1: Regression coefficients to calculate the yield of total suspended solids in Eq. 2.1.
Regression coefficients are described in Section 2.2.1 and their values are retrieved from
Mayorga et al. (2010).
Regression coefficient
βFrnP
βFrns
βMG
βWR
β0
βLCd
Carbonate rocks
Shales
Shield (plutonic/metamorphic)
Acid volcanic
Basalt
Sand/Sandstone - Gabbros

Value
0.2933
0.1027
0.0301
0.1234
0.5522
1.0379
0.9037
0.3125
-2.0678
0.6694
0.0

Correcting total suspended yield for the impacts of impact of dams
The river export of TSS as calculated through Eq. 2.1 is corrected for the impact of dams in the
Global NEWS model (Mayorga et al., 2010). A large proportion of TSS in the river basin is
retained behind dams. Dams reduce the discharge of solids through two mechanisms: lower
water flow velocity behind dams and a decreased occurrence of peaks in water discharge
(Walling, 2012). The first mechanism increases the sedimentation rate of TSS. The second
mechanism reduces the frequency and magnitude of high discharges and therefore reduces
erosion by river banks (Walling, 2012).
The Global NEWS model incorporates retention of sediments trough the trapping efficiency of
a reservoir (Mayorga et al., 2010). This is calculated by comparing the sediment flux entering
and leaving a reservoir (Syvitski and Milliman, 2007). The equation that corrects the TSS yield
from Eq. 2.1 by incorporating sediment trapping is shown in Eq. 2.2 (Mayorga et al., 2010):
𝑦𝑙𝑑 𝑇𝑆𝑆,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑑 = (1 − 𝐷𝑇𝑆𝑆 ) ⋅ 𝑦𝑙𝑑 𝑇𝑆𝑆 ,𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

(Eq. 2.2)

Where,
- yldTSS,postd is the post-dam yield of TSS in Mg km-2 year-1;
- DTSS is the basin-aggregated reservoir retention factor of TSS in reservoirs (0-1); and
- YldTSS,pred is the pre-dam yield of yield of TSS in Mg km-2 year-1, as calculated in Eq. 2.1.
yldTSS,postd represents the yield of TSS at the river mouth, and will be referred to as yldTSS in the
rest of this thesis. An overview of yldTSS in European river basins is presented in Figure A- 1
(Appendix A1). DTSS is calculated based on the residence time of water in reservoirs in the river
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basin, and is added as pre-aggregated value in the Global NEWS model. Details on the
calculation of DTSS can be found in Vörösmarty et al. (2003).
2.2.3. Particulate phosphorus
Beusen et al. (2005) were the first to model river export of particulate phosphorus (PP) for
global application. In most parts of the world, river export of phosphorus occurs dominantly in
the particulate phase (Mayorga et al., 2010). Considering a similar soil chemical behaviour of
P and metals, the modelling approach of PP river export serves as an interesting example for
calculating the river export of particulate metals.
The Global NEWS model calculates the river export of PP as load through a series of equations.
First, the concentration and the river export of particulate organic carbon (POC) are estimated
through statistical equations. Then, the river export of PP is based on a relationship with the
river export of POC. The equations involved in the calculation of the POC and PP river export
are given in Eq. 2.3 to 2.6 (Ludwig and Probst, 1996; Beusen et al., 2005):
𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑐 = 𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆 /𝑅

(Eq. 2.3)

[𝑃𝑂𝐶] 𝑇𝑆𝑆 = −0.160[log(𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑐 )]3 + 2.83[log(𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑐 )]2 − 13.6 log (𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑐 ) + 20.3

(Eq. 2.4)

𝐿𝑑𝑃𝑂𝐶  = (0.01 ∗ [𝑃𝑂𝐶] 𝑇𝑆𝑆 ) ⋅  𝐿𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆

(Eq. 2.5)

ln(Ld𝑃𝑃 ) =  −3.098 + 1.002ln(𝐿𝑑𝑃𝑂𝐶 )

(Eq. 2.6)

Where,
- TSSc is the annual average TSS concentration at the river mouth in mg L-1;
- R is the annual average runoff for a river basin in m year-1;
- LdTSS is the annual load of suspended solids at the river mouth in Mg year-1;
- [POC]TSS is the annual average content of particulate organic carbon on TSS at the river
mouth in %;
- LdPOC is the annual load of particulate organic carbon at the river mouth in kg year-1; and
- LdPP is the annual load of particulate phosphorus at the river mouth in kg year-1.

2.3. New approach to model the river export of particulate metals
2.3.1. New modelling approach connecting particulate metals to total suspended solids
A modelling approach for the river export of particulate metals ideally uses one universal
approach to model the river export of particulate Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd. This can be done by using
the river export of TSS, and combining it with related Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd contents on TSS. This
approach is used in the general equation for calculating particulate metals (Eq. 2.7):
𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑃𝑀𝑒𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑦𝑙𝑑 𝑇𝑆𝑆,𝑗 ⋅ [𝑀𝑒]𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑗

(Eq. 2.7)

Where,
- yldPMe i,j is the annual yield of particulate metal i in river basin j in g year-1;
- yldTSS,j is the annual yield of suspended solids in river basin j in Mg year-1; and
11

- [Me]TSS i,j is the annual average content of metal i on TSS in river basin j in mg kg-1.
Eq. 2.7 is in line with other studies that calculated the river export of contaminants (e.g.
Nasrabadi et al., 2018; Rügner et al., 2019). The main advantage of this approach is the river
export of Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd only requires estimates on the content of each metals on TSS and
all metals are equally defined by the river export of TSS.
2.3.2. New modelling approach in context of particulate phosphorus
The Global NEWS model calculates LdPP based on LdPOC (Eq. 2.6). This means that the
approach of the Global NEWS model does not quantify the content of PP on TSS. This is
different from the new approach in Section 2.3.1. Though, the calculation for LdPOC shows
similarities with this new approach as it also combines river export of TSS with the content of
POC on TSS. Since LdPP is based on LdPOC, the new approach can also be compared with the
Global NEWS approach for LdPP. This is done by rewriting Eq. 2.6 and filling in Eq. 2.5:
𝐿𝑑𝑃𝑃 = 𝑒 −3.098+1.002 ln(𝐿𝑑𝑃𝑂𝐶 ) = 𝑒 −3.098 ⋅ 𝑒 1.002 ln(𝐿𝑑𝑃𝑂𝐶 ) = 𝑒 −3.098 ⋅ 𝐿𝑑𝑃𝑂𝐶 1.002

(Eq. 2.8)

𝐿𝑑𝑃𝑃 = 𝑒 −3.098 ⋅ (0.01 ⋅ [𝑃𝑂𝐶] 𝑇𝑆𝑆 ⋅ 𝐿𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆 )1.002

(Eq. 2.9)

The relation between LdPP and LdTSS is slightly non-linear, but linearity is approached. Under
the assumption of linearity and knowing that e-3.098 ≈ 4.5*10-4, Eq. 2.9 can be rewritten as:
𝐿𝑑𝑃𝑃 = 𝐿𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆 ⋅ (4.5 ⋅ 10−4 ⋅ [𝑃𝑂𝐶] 𝑇𝑆𝑆 )

(Eq. 2.10)

Eq. 2.10 has the same structure as Eq. 2.7. It indirectly describes the particulate phosphorus
content on TSS at the river mouth, [P]TSS in g kg-1. The relation is described in Eq. 2.11 to 2.13:
[𝑃]𝑇𝑆𝑆 ≈ 4.5 ⋅ 10−4 ⋅ [𝑃𝑂𝐶] 𝑇𝑆𝑆

(Eq. 2.11)

[𝑃] 𝑇𝑆𝑆 ≈ 4.5 ⋅ 10−4 ⋅ (−0.160[log(𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑐 )]3 + 2.83[log(𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑐 )]2 − 13.6 log(𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑐 ) + 20.3)

(Eq. 2.12)

[𝑃] 𝑇𝑆𝑆 ≈ 4.5 ⋅ 10−4 ⋅ (−0.160 [𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆
𝑅

3

)] + 2.83 [𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆
𝑅

2

)] − 13.6 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆
𝑅

) + 20.3)

(Eq. 2.13)

Eq. 2.13 expresses the indirect calculation of [P]TSS in the Global NEWS model. This calculation
depends on the TSS yield and runoff only. These factors do not include soil characteristics or
anthropogenic additions of phosphorus, which are important indicators affecting the soil
phosphorus content, which in turn affects the phosphorus content on TSS (Bennett al., 2001).
In a more recent study, Helmes et al. (2012) have included anthropogenic phosphorus additions
to the watershed. The aim of this study was slightly different, namely to compare the
phosphorus input to soils with its output to surface water in Europe (Helmes et al., 2012). Their
equation includes an empirical relation:
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛,𝑇𝑃 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆

(Eq. 2.14)

Where,
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- Pout,PP is the amount of PP transported from the field to surface water in Mg km-2 year-1;
- Pin,TP is the total amount of phosphorus applied to the soil in Mg km-2 year-1;
- b is an empirical factor for Europe derived from Klepper et al. (1995), in Mg-1 km2 year; and
- yldTSS is the (pre-dam) TSS yield in Mg km-2 year-1, retrieved from Beusen et al. (2005).
This method is closer to the new approach from Eq. 2.10, because it estimates [P]TSS by
considering emissions of phosphorus to soil. Though, this method cannot be directly applied
for metals, due to its empirical character.

2.4. Summarising findings
RQ1 is answered by analysing the existing modelling approaches to calculate the river export
of particulate phosphorus and total suspended solids (TSS) in the Global NEWS model. The
river export of particulate phosphorus is not useful for particulate metals because this approach
is purely statistical. The river export of TSS, however, is a solid basis for modelling the river
export of particulate metals because metals are exported with TSS. This was the basis for my
modelling approach for particulate metals, which combines the river export of TSS with the
metal content on TSS at the river mouth. This approach is in line with other studies that have
focused on river export of particulate metals. The main advantages of my modelling approach
are that it uses a similar constant for the four metals and that it only requires estimating the
metal content on TSS. TSS metal content can be estimated by linking it to causes directly. Thus,
the river export of particulate metals can be linked directly to the metal inputs to the river basin.
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Chapter 3. Metal contents on total suspended solids
3.1. Introduction
This Chapter answers the RQ2 on identifying the relevant processes and factors that affect the
metal content on total suspended solids. First, the relevant TSS characteristics determining
metal contents on TSS are discussed in Section 3.2. Then, an analysis is done on major
processes affecting these processes in Section 3.3. Finally, summarising findings are given in
Section 3.4.

3.2. Total suspended solids characteristics defining metal contents
3.2.1. Grain size
The first important factor that affects metal contents on TSS at the river mouth is the grain size
of TSS. TSS is a mixture of various types of sediments, including clay, silt and sand. Finegrained particles such as clay and silt are more enriched in metal contents, due a large specific
surface area and sorption to clay minerals and iron hydroxides, which are more abundant in
fine-grained TSS (Förstner and Wittman, 1981).
3.2.2. Origins of total suspended solids
The origin of TSS is another important factor that determines the metal content on TSS at the
river mouth. The two main origins of TSS in a river basin are the river bed sediments, and
eroded hillslopes alongside the river in the upstream part of the river basin (Asselman and
Middelkoop, 1998; Doomen et al., 2008). Both sources have their own metal contents.
Metal contents in bed sediments
Bed sediments are relatively fine-grained with a large clay and organic matter content. Metals
can therefore well sorb to these sediments. Sorption to organic substances in these sediments
may be so strong they can even scavenge dissolved metals from the water phase (Gao et al,,
2003). Due to their properties, bed sediments contain a relatively large metal content.
Estimation of specific metal contents on bed sediments is complex, due to their multi-different
origins and the potential contribution of historically emitted metals. Generally, the sources of
metals can be divided into natural and anthropogenic sources. In pristine rivers, only the natural
factors are relevant, which deviate mainly due to geologic background material (Meybeck,
2013). Metamorphic basins are for instance enriched in Pb and basaltic basins in Cu, while
carbonate and quartz-sandstone basins contain lower metal contents (Meybeck, 2013).
Most rivers in Europe are also impacted by human practices. Metal contents on bed sediments
in those rivers originate from a large variety of sources including industrial and municipal
emissions (Thonon, 2006), mainly by mining, industries and agriculture (Coulthard and
Macklin, 2003; Meybeck, 2013). An investigation by Horowitz and Stephens (2008) on metals
in bed sediments in rivers of the USA pointed at population density as an important driver
indicator for enriched metal contents. This parameter reflects urban areas and other factors such
as industrial activity. From the metals analysed in this thesis, the metals that were mostly
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enriched by increasing urban population in decreasing order are: Pb > Zn > Cu > Cd (Horowitz
and Stephens, 2008). The impact of mining was however not studied due to their large impact
caused by small scale; these rivers were left out of the (Horowitz and Stephens, 2008).
Agriculture and geology seemed to be of less importance for the sediment chemistry, according
to this study.
Metal contents in eroded soil particles
Erosion causes soils particles to end up in the river basin, mainly from soils from hillslopes in
the upstream section of the river basin (Asselman et al., 1998). The metal contents on TSS are
therefore comparable to those soils. Doomen et al. (2008) showed that during flood conditions,
the TSS metal content was comparable to those in the sloped Ardennes region (Doomen et al.,
2008). Compared to bed sediments, the eroded particles generally have a low share of finegrained sediments and are less metal enriched.

3.3. Origins and grain size of total suspended solids
3.3.1. Water discharge dependency
Section 3.2 discusses the various characteristics and origins of TSS that impact the metal
content on TSS at the river mouth. A widely discussed factor that affects the share fine-grained
materials in TSS, and simultaneously impacts the erosive inputs in a river basin is water
discharge. During low water discharge conditions, the TSS concentration is low. The dominant
process in the river basin during these conditions is sedimentation. Most larger particles settle
into bed sediments, while the only the finest particles reach the river mouth. These fine
sediments however represent a high metal content (Section 3.2.1). When discharge increases,
two processes occur. First, shear stress increase, bed sediments come into resuspension and are
exported to the river mouth. This flush of bed sediments contains a relatively large number of
fine-grained particles. However, bed sediments are generally slightly larger than TSS that is
exported during low discharges, and likely contain a slightly lower metal content. Second, the
input of eroded soil material causes increased of TSS load. These represent the metal content
in the soil which is usually much lower than in bed sediments.
The contribution of bed sediments to TSS likely does not change on the annual scale, since the
accumulation of these solids into the bed sediments is compensated by the flushing effect
(Walling et al., 1998). Contrastingly, the contribution of eroded soil particles to the TSS at the
river mouth may be largely determined by discharge.
3.3.2. Example of discharge dependency from Dutch rivers
The relation between water discharge, TSS concentration and metal contents on TSS is in many
studies defined in raying curves, that project the metal content or TSS content against the water
discharge (e.g. Bradley and Lewin, 1982; Dumas et al., 2015). Such rating curves are
reproduced in Figure 3.1 for Dutch rivers Meuse and Rhine.
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In order to make these rating curves, data on average water discharge, TSS concentration and
metal content on TSS for the years 2000 at the stations of Eijsden and Lobith were retrieved via
https://waterinfo.rws.nl (Rijkswaterstaat, n.d.). These stations represent the locations where the
Meuse and Rhine River enter the Netherlands. The dataset that was retrieved from
Rijkswaterstaat contained the following variables for Eijsden and biweekly for Lobith:
- Water discharge in m3 s-1, daily observations;
- TSS concentration in mg L-1, daily observations; and
- Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd contents on TSS in mg kg-1, weekly observations.
The daily discharge was normalised to relative discharge by dividing the daily discharge
through the annual average discharge. This was done to make the results independent of river
size. The value 1 for relative water discharge therefore represents the annual average discharge.
Besides, measured metal contents on TSS were normalised in the same way. This was done for
the sake of comparison, since the contents between the metals largely differ in magnitude. The
value 1 for relative metal content therefore represents the average measured content in this year.

Figure 3.1: Content of copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) on TSS against
water discharge for the year 2000 at (a) the River Meuse in Eijsden and (b) the River Rhine in
Lobith. Values are normalised to the average of all measured data, which is indicated by 1.
Data is from Rijkswaterstaat (https://waterinfo.rws.nl).
Figure 3.1 expresses the impact of the water discharge on the metal content on TSS. Except for
Cd in Lobith, which is likely affected by two samples containing high Cd content, a relation
between metal contents and water discharge can be observed. Under low discharge conditions,
the metal contents usually are above the average metal content. With increasing discharge,
however, the metal content decreases. This is probably due to the input of clean soil materials
and resuspension of courser particles with a low metal content,
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3.4. Summarising findings
Literature is reviewed in this chapter to identify the relevant factors and processes that affect
the TSS metal content. The factors are related to the characteristics and composition of TSS.
The first factor is grain size. Fine-grained particles contain higher metal contents than coursegrained particles. This is because fine-grained particles have a larger relative surface area and
because they contain more clay minerals and iron hydroxides to which metals sorb. The second
factor that affects the TSS metal content at the river mouth is the origin of TSS. TSS originates
roughly from two sources: bed sediments and eroded soil particles. Bed sediments have a larger
metal content than eroded soil particles, because they sorb more metals. Metal contents in bed
sediments are affected by natural and anthropogenic factors. Natural factors include the
lithology and anthropogenic factors can be represented by population density. Metal contents
in eroded soil particles are usually lower than in bed sediments, because they are usually larger
and less metal enriched.
A process that affects the grain size and sediment source is water discharge. Under low water
discharge conditions river export of TSS consists mainly of fine-grained bed sediments, which
have a high metal content. Under high water discharge conditions, bed sediments resuspend
and eroded soil particles are exported to the river mouth. Then, the relative size of TSS increases
and erosive inputs increase. Therefore, the metal content will decline under increase water
discharge. Water discharge is thus an important factor for estimating the TSS metal content.
However, it is not applicable for my thesis. The processes described in this Chapter are interannual, while the required TSS metal content is annual. Nevertheless, factors such as grain size
and TSS origin are not time-dependent and can play good indicators for the TSS metal content
in this thesis.
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Chapter 4. Modelling particulate river export of metals in Europe
4.1. Introduction
This Chapter answers the RQ3 on the estimated river export of particulate metals in 2000. It
builds upon the processes and parameters that have been identified in Chapter 3 and combines
it with the modelling of Chapter 2. This leads to development and description the new
Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model in this Chapter. The model
design is presented in Figure 4.1 and the model code can be found in Appendix A4. Section 4.2
will describe the methods for developing and analysing the PREME model. Next, PREME is
evaluated and its outputs are discussed in Section 4.3. Finally, the main findings will be
summarised in Section 4.4.

Figure 4.1: Model design of the Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model.
YldTSS is the yield of total suspended solids (TSS) in Mg km-2 year-1, fBS is the relative share of
bed sediments in the TSS at the river mouth, [Me] BS is the annual average metal content in bed
sediments at the river mouth in mg kg-1, [Me] soil is the average metal content in soil in the river
basin, [Me] TSS is the annual average metal content on TSS at the river mouth in mg kg-1 and
yldPMe is the annual yield of particulate metal in g km-2 year-1. Blue arrows and boxes are
equations and outputs from the Global NEWS model (Mayorga et al., 2010), black arrows and
boxes are from the PREME model, which is described in this Chapter.

4.2. Methods
4.2.1. Modelling approach of the PREME model
The Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model estimates the annual content
of Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd on total suspended solids (TSS) in European river basins. Additionally, it
can be coupled to the Global NEWS model (see Chapter 2, Eq. 2.7) to estimate the particulate
river export of these metals. The temporal and spatial resolution of the PREME are annual and
per river basin. The PREME model assumes that the annual river export of TSS to the river
mouth consists of two types of TSS (see Chapter 3):
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- Fine-grained sediments that dominate the river export of TSS most of the time during the
year. These sediments are exported during low discharge conditions.
- Courser particles that occasionally enter the river through erosion, during high discharge
events.
Since it is assumed that these types together make up the annual river export of TSS, both are
combined to calculate the annual average metal content on TSS. This is done through the
following equation, for each metal (Cu, Zn, Pb, Cd):
[𝑀𝑒] 𝑇𝑆𝑆,𝑅𝑀 = 𝑓𝐹𝐺 ⋅ [𝑀𝑒]𝐹𝐺 + (1 − 𝑓𝐹𝐺 ) ⋅ [𝑀𝑒]𝐶𝐺

(Eq. 4.1)

Where,
- [Me]TSS, RM is the annual mean metal content on TSS at the river mouth in mg kg-1;
- [Me]FG is the annual mean metal content on fine-grained sediments at the river mouth in mg
kg-1;
- [Me]CG is the annual mean metal content on course-grained sediments at the river mouth in
mg kg-1; and
- fFG is the mass fraction of fine-grained sediments relative to the river export of TSS.
Estimations of the three unknown variables were required to estimate [Me]TSS, RM. The metal
contents on the fine-grained sediments are comparable to those on bed sediments deposited
around the river mouth and thus used to estimate the metals content for the fine-grained type of
suspended solids in the PREME model. The metal contents on the course-grained particles
during high discharge events are comparable to the metal contents in top soils on the hillslopes
around the river channel (Doomen et al., 2008). Soil data on only the sloped parts of the river
are not available, and therefore the basin averaged soil content is chosen to approximate the soil
content in the slopes part of the river.
While [Me]TSS, RM was estimated by filling in the bed sediment metal contents for [Me]FG and
the basin averaged soil metal content for [Me]CG, this can be combined with the output from
the Global NEWS model to estimate the annual river export of particulate metals (see Eq. 2.7,
Section 2.3.1). The river export of particulate metal i in river basin j, expressed as annual metal
(Cu, Zn, Pb, Cd) yield, was thus calculated through the following equation:
𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑃𝑀𝑒𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆,𝑗 ⋅ (𝑓𝐵𝑆,𝑗 ⋅ [𝑀𝑒]𝐵𝑆𝑖,𝑗 + (1 − 𝛽) ⋅ [𝑀𝑒]𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑖,𝑗 )

(Eq. 4.2)

Where,
- yldPMe i,j is the annual yield of particulate metal i at the river mouth of basin j in g km-2 year-1;
- yldTSS, j is the annual yield of TSS at the river mouth of basin j in Mg kg-2 year-1
- fBS,j is the mass-fraction of bed sediments relative to the annual river export of TSS;
- [Me]BS i,j is the average bed sediment content of metal i at the river mouth of river basin j in
mg kg-1; and
- [Me]soil i,j is the basin-averaged content of metal i in the topsoil in river basin j in mg kg-1.
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River export of particulate metal can also be expressed in terms of load (g year-1) by multiplying
LdPMe i,j with the basin area of river basin (in km2). Values for yldTSS per river basin were
calculated in the Global NEWS model, which left [Me]BS i,j, [Me]soil i,j and fBS j as remaining
unknowns. Their values have been estimated with the PREME model as discussed below.
Bed sediment metal contents
Measured bed sediment metal contents have been reported in literature at some places in Europe
(e.g. Davide et al., 2003), but a European database describing metal contents in bed sediment
for multiple river basins does currently not exist. Estimation of [Me]BS is therefore required to
obtain values on bed sediment contents for all European river basins. In the PREME model,
this estimation is based on the assumption that river basins can be separated into:
- Pristine river basins with a low population density, where metal contents in bed sediments
are determined by natural (background) factors ([Me]BS, nat) only; and
- Urban river basins, where the metal contents in bed sediments are impacted by natural
([Me]BS, nat) and anthropogenic impacts ([Me]BS, ant).
The impact of natural factors and anthropogenic factors were first estimated independently and
were combined later.
The natural variation in bed sediment metal contents is largely determined by the lithological
background material (Meybeck, 2013). The Prismet database from Meybeck (2013) contains
average measured sediment metal contents for lithology categories in French monolithologic
pristine river basins (Meybeck, 2013). The lithology categories in this Prismet database are
comparable to the classes in the variable dominant lithology class (LCd) from the Global NEWS
model (see Section 2.2.2), which are available on river basin scale (Figure A- 2). Values for the
natural bed sediment metal content have been derived from the coupling of LCd with the
lithology categories from the Meybeck (2013), according Table 4.1. For the LCd ice/other class,
no comparable class was found and accordingly no value for [Me]BS, nat was derived. This is not
a problem because the river export of TSS in the Global NEWS model for this class was also
set to zero, and does thus not affect the results for river export (Mayorga et al., 2010).
Table 4.1: Average contents of copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) in bed
sediments (mg kg-1) in French monolithologic streams according to the Prismet database from
Meybeck (2013). The metal contents are given for different lithology classes, which are coupled
to the dominant lithology classes in the Global NEWS model (Mayorga et al., 2010).
Dominant lithology Class
Lithology category
Metal content in bed sediments
(Global NEWS model)
(Prismet database)
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
mg kg mg kg mg kg mg kg1
1
1
1
Carbonate rocks
Prismet-Carbonated
12.1
54
16.2
0.32
Shales
Prismet-Shales/Clay
23.8
84
31.4
0.34
rocks
Shield
Prismet22.4
118
56
0.59
(plutonic/metamorphic)
Gneiss/Migmatites
Acid
volcanic
Prismet-Granites
10.3
63
52
0.70
Sand/ Sandstone – Gabbro’s Prismet-Quartz
7.1
36
15.2
0.53
Sandstones
Basalt
Prismet-Basalts
29.0
143
34.0
0.52
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Anthropogenic metal inputs to river basins affect the metal content in sediments in urban river
basins together with natural inputs. These inputs include domestic and industrial sources. An
indicator that accounts for these inputs is population density (Horowitz and Stephens, 2008).
Horowitz and Stephens (2008) analysed bed sediment characteristics in the USA from the
National Water Quality Assessment (NAWQA) database, containing populations densities of
931 river basins within a range of 0 to 2364 persons km-2. They correlated the metal content
and the population density percentile (pop%). This parameter reflects the position of a river
basin in the range of population densities from all river basins in the NAWQA database
An exact relationship between pop% and the metal content in bed sediments in the USA has
not been described in Horowitz and Stephens (2008). A regression on the raw data from the
NAWQA database was therefore required to better determine this relation. To do so, population
density of each river basin of the NAWQA database was converted to pop%. Then, for each
percentile value of pop% in the range of 1 to 100, the corresponding contents of Cu, Zn, Pb and
Cd were averaged. These averaged metal contents were plotted against their pop% values, as in
Figure 4.2. Based on these plots, exponential regressions were performed.

Figure 4.2: Measured copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) content in bed
sediment, averaged per population density percentile (pop%), against pop%. The metal
contents are all in mg kg-1 and the pop% reflects the n-th percentile of the NAWQA database
(Horowitz and Stephens, 2008). Orange dots show values below the pop% threshold (tpop%) of
0.30 and blue dots values above tpop%. The red line reflects the exponential regression line, see
Eq. 4.2. The data on population density and metal contents are from the NAWQA database
(Horowitz and Stephens, 2008).
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Several regressions were done in MS Excel, with different population density percentile
thresholds (tpop%), which reflect the population density thresholds level above which a river
basin is classified as urban. River basins with a pop% below the tpop% are classified as pristine
river basins and are only impacted by natural factors. Horowitz and Stephens (2008) stated that
“the population density does not exercise a substantial effect until it reaches at least the 50th
percentile” which would mean that the tpop% would be around 0.50. Nevertheless, was the
regression still done with four tpop% levels: 0.00, 0.30, 0.50 and 0.70. This was done by doing
the regression on values only at or above the tpop%.
The ‘best’ regression was assessed by ranking the regressions for three performance parameters.
Theses performance parameters included the Normalised Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE),
the Normalised Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) and the Modelling Efficiency (ME). The
NRMSE is describes the difference between the observations and the predictions in a squared
way, and forms a kind of coefficient of variance by normalising to the average (Janssen and
Heuberger, 1995). The NMAE describes the absolute errors and is less sensitive to outliers
(Janssen and Heuberger, 1995). The ME compares the model performance with a benchmark
(the average of observations). The parameters can be calculated using the following equations
(Janssen and Heuberger, 1995).
1
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(Eq. 4.3)
(Eq. 4.4)
(Eq. 4.5)

Where,
- Pi and Oi are the predicted and observed values for population density percentile i;
̅ is the average value of the observed values; and
- O

- N is the number of observations.
The NRMSE and NMAE score best for values close to 0, while ME is optimal at a value of 1.
The performance parameters were defined and ranked all 16 regressions (for each of the
outcomes of the four tpop%, for each of the four metals). In the ranking process, the value 1 was
given to the best performance parameters, 2 for the second best, and so on. The ranks were then
summed up, where the lowest values represented the ‘best regressions’. For all metals, the best
performances were observed at a tpop% of 0.30. This value was therefore also used at the division
between urban and pristine river basins. The performance parameters of the regression with a
tpop% of 0.30 are presented in Table 4.2
The relation between bed sediments metal contents and population density in urban river basins
was described through:
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[𝑀𝑒]𝐵𝑆,𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 𝑎𝑖 ∗ e𝑏𝑖 ⋅𝑝𝑜𝑝%

(Eq. 4.6)

Where,
- [Me]BS, ant is the estimated bed sediment metal content in urban river basins in mg kg-1
- pop% is the population density percentile within the American river basins from the study
of Horowitz and Stephens (2008) above the threshold of 0.30; and
- ai and bi are the regression parameters for metal i (Cu, Zn, Pb, Cd). The values of ai and bi
for a tpop% of 0.30 are presented in Table 4.2
Table 4.2: Regression parameters a and b for Eq. 4.6 including the performance parameters
Normalised Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE), Normalised Mean Absolute Error (NMAE)
and Modelling efficiency (ME) performance indicators per metal. Performance parameters are
calculated according equations 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd

a
11.43
58.00
12.03
0.20

b
1.89
1.60
2.06
1.91

NRMSE
0.29
0.29
0.37
0.44

NMAE
0.20
0.20
0.24
0.31

ME
0.64
0.85
0.63
0.48

After defining the relation between pop% and the metal contents in bed sediments in the USA,
the next step was to connect the European data to these relationships. Data on population
densities in the year 2000 in persons km-2 were derived from the global NEWS model (Mayorga
et al., 2010). These population densities were first transformed to percentiles within the
NAWQA database from Horowitz and Stephens (2008). This was done as follows.
From the NAWQA database, the population densities belonging to the 1st up until the 100th
percentile were calculated. The interval between two percentiles is seen as a range in which the
population densities belong to a value for pop%. An overview of the population density ranges
for each pop% can be found in Table A- 2 (Appendix A3). For example, a population density
between 75.5 and 82.7 belongs to the 70th population density. Through this Table, the
population density per river basin is matched with its specific pop%. The specific pop% values
per river basin are presented in Figure 4.3. By using these values of pop% in Eq. 4.6, the
contents of Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd in bed sediments of urban rivers were estimated.
Above, two methods to estimate the bed sediment metal contents for natural factors ([Me]BS,nat)
and anthropogenic factors ([Me]BS,ant) are discussed. The population density threshold, tpop%,
defines which of the factors is dominant in a river basin. The tpop% was defined at a pop% of
0.30, representing a population density of 11 persons km-2.
[Me]BS in pristine river basins, with a population density lower than tpop% were assumed to be
impacted by natural factors only. The calculation of metal contents in bed sediment in these
river basins was calculated as follows.
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If population density < tpop%:
[𝑀𝑒]𝐵𝑆 = [𝑀𝑒]𝐵𝑆,𝑛𝑎𝑡

(Eq. 4.7)

Where,
- [Me]BS is the modelled metal content in bed sediments in mg kg-1; and
- [Me]BS, nat is the estimated metal content in bed sediments affected by natural impacts in mg
kg-1.

Figure 4.3: Population density percentile, relative to the American river basins from the
NAWQA database (Horowitz and Stephens, 2008), (pop%) for European river basins in 2000.
Data on population density comes from the Global NEWS model (Mayorga et al., 2010). River
basins are from the simulated topological network (Vörösmarty et al., 2000).
In urban river basins, with a population density larger than 11 persons km-2, both natural and
anthropogenic factors were thus assumed to impact the bed sediment metal contents. These
metal contents are thus affected by both [Me]BS,nat and [Me]BS,ant. However, [Me]BS,ant as
calculated in Eq. 4.6 was based on measured values, which include both natural and
anthropogenic impacts already. Simply using this the outcome of [Me]BS,ant from Eq. 4.6 for
urban river basins would cause disconnection between the pristine and urban river basins,
particularly for river basins with a population density around the threshold value. For this
reason, the [Me]BS,ant was corrected for lithology. This was done by starting the exponential
increase with pop% at the same level as with the [Me]Bs,nat in the river basin. This resulted in
the following equation for urban river basins.
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If population density ≥ tpop%:
[𝑀𝑒]𝐵𝑆 = [𝑀𝑒]𝐵𝑆,𝑎𝑛𝑡 + ([𝑀𝑒]𝐵𝑆,𝑛𝑎𝑡 − (𝑎 ⋅ 𝑒 𝑏⋅𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑝% ))

(Eq. 4.8)

Where,
- [Me]BS is the modelled metal content in bed sediments in mg kg-1;
- [Me]BS, ant is the estimated metal content in bed sediments affected by anthropogenic and
natural impacts in mg kg-1;
- [Me]BS, nat is the estimated metal content in bed sediments affected by natural impacts in mg
kg-1;
- a and b are the regression parameters from Table 4.2; and
- tpop% is the population density threshold value for urban river basins (0.30).

Figure 4.4: Modelled copper content in bed sediments ([Cu] BS) against population density
percentile (pop%) for different lithology classes. [Cu] BS is in mg kg-1 and pop% reflects the
n-th percentile in the NAWQA database (Horowitz and Stephens, 2008). Dashed lines are for
pristine river basins, with a pop% lower than 0.30 (=11 persons/km2).
Soil metal content
Soil metal contents were retrieved from the Geochemical Mapping of Agricultural and Grazing
Land Soil (GEMAS) project (Reimann, et al., 2014). In 2008 and early 2009 samples of
European agricultural soils were collected within the context of this project with a sampling
density of 1 site per 2500 km2 (Reimann et al., 2018). These samples have been analysed for
53 elements, including Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd. Based on the analysed samples, soil contents in
Agricultural soils were mapped and documented in Reimann et al. (2014).
The maps from Reimann et al. (2014) were used to make an estimation of the average soil metal
content per river basin. This was done by making an overlay of these soil maps with the STN30p river basins (Vörösmarty et al., 2000). The result was converted to the average soil metal
content for the whole river basin, and represents [Me]soil in Eq. 4.1.
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Fraction of bed sediments
The fBS parameter expresses the relative mass-fraction of bed sediments to the annual river
export of TSS. Chapter 3 stresses the impact of high discharge events to this distribution.
Although these events occupy a relatively small time span, their impact is still significant on an
annual time scale (Horowitz, 2008).
However, no data is available on relative mass-fraction of bed sediments as therefore estimated
by using the equation in the Global NEWS model that calculates the TSS yield (Eq. 2.1, Section
2.2.2). This equation includes six components: a constant β0 and five parameters that are known
to enhance erosion (FrnP, FrnS, LCd, MGpc and WRpc, see Section 2.2.2). I assumed that the
TSS yield caused by these five parameters covers the irregular erosive part of the TSS, while
the constant β0 expresses the more constant fine-fractioned part of the sediment. Based on this
assumption, Eq. 2.1 can be rewritten as:
ln(𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆 ) = ln(𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠 + 𝑦𝑙𝑑BS )

(Eq. 4.9)

Where yldTSS is the annual yield of TSS, ylderos is the yield of eroded particles and yldBS the
annual yield of bed sediments. All are expressed in Mg km-2 year-1. ln(yldBS) was assumed to
equal the β0 from Eq. 2.1, which was estimated at 0.5522 (Mayorga et al. 2010; see Table 2.1).
ylderos represents river export of TSS at the river mouth that is caused by erosion, and was
estimated through:
𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠 = 𝛽𝐹𝑟𝑛𝑃 ⋅ 𝐹𝑟𝑛𝑃 + 𝛽𝐹𝑟𝑛𝑆 ⋅ 𝐹𝑟𝑛𝑆 + 𝛽𝐿𝐶𝑑 + 𝛽𝑀𝐺 ⋅ 𝑀𝐺𝑝𝑐 + 𝛽𝑊𝑅 ⋅ 𝑊𝑅𝑝𝑐

(Eq. 4.10)

Where the model parameters are the same as those in Eq. 2.1. Finally, the relative proportion
of bed sediments to the annual river export of TSS at the river mouth (fBS) is calculated through:
𝑓𝐵𝑆 =  𝑒 𝑦𝑙𝑑𝐵𝑆 /𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆

(Eq. 4.11)

4.2.2. Model evaluation
The PREME model was evaluated by validation and by analysing sensitivity of input factors.
The methods used for the model evaluation are described in this Section.
Validation
Several studies have collected and reported metal contents on sediments in European river
basins for environmental quality assessments. Such reported metal contents were valuable for
validation of the PREME model, in which the outcomes of the metal contents were compared
to independent measured literature data (Section 4.3.1). Reported data was collected in a small
database containing measured Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd contents on TSS, measured at the river mouth
of single river basins. Data collection was done in a structured and non-structured way.
Structured data collection was performed by the following search term on Scopus search engine
(https://www.scopus.com):
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1

(TITLE-ABS-KEY("Particulate trace element" OR "particulate trace metal" OR "particulate metal"
OR "sediment associated pollutant" OR SAP OR metal OR Cu OR copper OR Zn OR zinc OR Cd
OR cadmium OR Pb OR lead) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY("Suspended particulate matter" OR SPM OR
"suspended solids" OR TSS) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY(delta OR mouth AND river) AND ALL(content
OR concentration) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY([list of European rivers from Global NEWS model]1).

Non-structured data collection was done through relevant articles referenced by other papers.
Viers et al. (2010) have performed a literature review on measured values but only present
average values per continent or for the world. The references for the European river basins in
their database provide several interesting data. Other non-structured data collection was done
through governmental databases (national or per river basin).
Several issues were taken into account when data was collected. First, samples taken in estuaries
could not be used due to elevated salinity gradient. When salinity increases, particulate metals
may be released from TSS (Forstner and Wittman, 1981). Metal contents on TSS thus decline
under increasing salinity, and thus measured contents in estuaries probably have a lower metal
content than in freshwater. Second, the aim of sampling was different than the use in my thesis.
These studies aimed to collect metal contents on TSS for evaluating the degree of metal
contamination by the enrichment factor. This enrichment factor is calculated by comparing the
metal content with the content of a proxy (often aluminium or iron), compared to a background
(Radakovitch et al., 2008). Sometimes the suspended solids had been sieved through 63 µm
pore sized (which reflects the silt- and clay fraction) before analysis, for example to overcome
spatial variations in sediment composition (Woitke et al., 2003). Measured metal contents in
silt and clay are likely higher than in bulk sediment, and thus may not completely represent the
metal content in the bulk TSS (Förstner and Salomons, 1980). However, these data are still
included in the database because it was argued that suspended solids at river mouths contain
large fractions of < 63 µm (Roussiez et al., 2005). The third issue was that the TSS collection
and metal determination on TSS is the temporal variation due to fluctuations in water discharge
(see Chapter 3) or metal inputs to the river. Temporal variability reduces the strength of
comparing measured data with modelled data, because measured metal contents on TSS reflects
the metal contents at the time of sampling, while the PREME model calculate the annually
average of metal content on TSS. In cases where the author presented measured metal contents
along a time series, averaged values for the whole time series were taken. However, when the
author explicitly described differences between samples, the values were described in the
database as separate measurements (e.g. under high and low discharges; Davide et al., 2003).

1

The list of European rivers from the Global NEWS model includes all (100) European rivers that have
been identified by name in the Global NEWS model and include the major river basins in Europe,
representing 77% of the European area
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Besides per river basin, also reported global or continental averages for metal contents on
suspended sediments were collected (Martin and Meybeck, 1979; Savenko, 2007; Viers et al.,
2009). These global or continental averages were compared to the weighted averages for
modelled metal contents on TSS from the PREME model. These averages are weighted to the
basin area.
Comparison between modelled and measured data was done in two ways: visually and
statistically. Visual comparison was done by plotting the modelled against the measured data
in a scatter plot with a 1:1 line. The model performs well if the results are close to the 1:1 line.
Statistical comparison is done by using the performance parameters NRMSE, NMAE and ME
which have been introduced before in Section 4.2.1 (page 16-17).
Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity of the variables and parameters used in the PREME model was analysed to reveal
to which factors the output of the model is sensitive. High sensitivity implies that this parameter
or variable highly affects the outcomes, and thus requires a more precise estimation.
Sensitivity analysis was done by running the PREME model with a changing only one factor
or variable. The impact of this parameter was analysed by comparing the output on [Me] TSS of
this run with the ‘original’ run of the PREME model, with all parameters estimated as described
in Section 4.2.1. Sensitivity was analysed for the population density threshold (tpop%) and the
fraction of bed sediments (fBS).
In Section 4.2.1, tpop% was set to a pop% of 0.30 as a result of its regression performance
parameters. Despite having ‘worse’ regression performance parameters, the other values for
tpop% tested (pop% = 0.00, 0.50 and 0.70) are not necessarily incorrect. To see the impact of the
tpop%, the PREME model was run with tpop% values of 0.00, 0.30 and 0.70. The plots of these
regressions can be found in Figure A- 3 and their regression and performances parameters are
presented in Table A- 1 (Appendix A2).
The estimate for fBS comes from an interpretation of a statistical equation (see Eq. 4.11) and is
highly uncertain. Sensitivity of the results to fBS was done by running the PREME model, with
fixed values for fBS, equal for all river basins. A fixed value was preferred to a relative change
in fBS, because the ratio between the fBS in rivers is also highly uncertain. The re-runs for
validation were done with values of fBS of 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75.
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4.3. Results
Validation and sensitivity analysis of the PREME model are discussed in Section 4.3.1 and the
outcomes of the PREME model for river export of particulate metals and the metal contents on
TSS are discussed in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.1. Model evaluation
Validation
Validation was done by comparing the modelled outcomes with independent measured
literature data. Measured data on measured metal contents on suspended solids at the river
mouths have been collected (see Section 4.2.2). The results are presented in Table 4.3. The
large variation in datasets, sometimes retrieved at the same measuring station in successive
years, stress the complexity and natural variability of metal contents on TSS.
The modelled metal contents on TSS are plotted against the measured metal contents on TSS
in Figure 4.5. For sake of comparison, both measured and modelled metal contents on TSS have
been normalised to the maximum measured content of each metal. Almost all modelled values
were below the 1:1 line, which indicates that the PREME model underestimates the metal
contents on TSS. Moreover, correlation between measured and modelled metal contents on TSS
is lacking for all metals, this is another indication of the mismatch between modelled and
measured values.

Table 4.3: Reported contents of copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) on total
suspended solids (TSS)in European river basins. Metal contents are expressed in mg kg-1.
River Basin

Year

Aude, Orb & Tet
Aude, Orb & Tet
Danube
Danube
Danube
Garonne
Garonne
Garonne
Garonne
Meuse
Po
Po
Rhine
Rhone
Rhone
Seine

2000-2003
2005-2011
1995
2001
1968
1999
2000
2001
2000
1994
1996
2000
2000-2003
2005-2011
-

Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
Source
mg kg-1 mg kg-1 mg kg-1 mg kg-1
85.6
186
51.6
0.4
Radokovitch et al. (2008)
86.9
289
56.9
0.6
Dumas et al. (2015)
100
250
35
1.2
Guieu et al. (1998)
81
91
178
Martin and Meybeck (1979)
62.7
166
34.6
Woitke et al. (2003)
51
874
381
Martin and Meybeck (1979)
101
883
97
6.6
Audry et al. (2004),
78
643
84
5.2
Audry et al. (2004),
38.5
62.1
2.3
Dabrin et al. (2014)
88.8
890
170.4
7.5
Rijkswaterstaat (n.d.)
55
144
28.9
0.5
Davide et al. (2003)
150
431
63.8
1.2
Davide et al. (2003)
64
483
95.1
3.4
Dabrin et al. (2014)
48
188
47
0.6
Radokovitch et al. (2008)
47.3
197
52.5
0.4
Dumas et al. (2015)
47.3
176
57.5
0.5
Gaillardet et al. (1999)
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Figure 4.5: Modelled versus measured contents of copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and
cadmium (Cd) on Total Suspended Solids (TSS) at the river mouths of European river basins.
Values are normalised to the maximum measured metal content for each metal. The 1:1 line
represents perfect correlation. Measured data are from literature and presented in Table 4.3.
Modelled values are from the Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model.
Comparison of the weighted averages of the PREME model with the world and continental
averages in Table 4.4 supports the suspicion of underestimation of the PREME model. Only
the value for Pb by Savenko (2007) is close to the calculated value from the PREME model.
Nevertheless, are the averages of all other databases up to 9 times (for Cu) higher than the
modelled averages for the PREME model.
Table 4.4: Average measured and modelled content of copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and
cadmium (Cd) on total suspended solids (TSS) in mg kg-1 for world and European rivers.
Database
Viers et al. (2009)
Viers et al. (2009)
Martin and Meybeck (1979)
Savenko (2007)
PREME model

Averages for:
World
Europe
World
World
Europe

Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
-1
-1
-1
mg kg
mg kg
mg kg
mg kg-1
75.9
208
61.1
1.55
172
346
71
100
350
150
45
130
25
0.5
18.9
56.6
25.5
0.36

The regression parameters NRMSE, NMAE and ME of the PREME model for all metals are
presented in Table 4.5. A description of these parameters can be found in Section 4.2.1. NRMSE
and NMAE score best for values close to 0 and ME scores best at a value close to 1. All
parameters in Table 4.5 indicate that the PREME model does not perform well. Overall, this
analysis confirms the mismatch between modelled and measured data. This underlines that
results of the PREME model should thus be interpreted with care.
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Table 4.5: Performance of the Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model
for copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) measured by performance parameters
NRMSE, NMAE and ME. These parameters are described in Section 4.2.1 (page 22).
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd

NRMSE
0.80
1.07
1.15
1.29

NMAE
0.70
0.87
0.67
0.85

ME
-2.96
-1.99
-0.55
-0.77

Generally, comparison between measured and modelled metal contents on TSS shows that
modelled metal contents are much lower than measured metal contents. The relevance of the
comparing measured and modelled data may however be debated. The measured data contains
for some rovers contains multiple measured values for the same rivers. These values however
largely differ in time (e.g. Pb in the Garonne which differs between 61.2 and 381 mg kg-1). This
can be due to temporal differences on the annual (e.g. by water discharge conditions) or on the
longer time scale (e.g. by measures taken to prevent metal discharges to rivers). Nevertheless,
are the strong differences between measured and modelled contents strong indication for
underestimation the PREME model. This can be caused by not including all metal inputs into
rivers, or by using uncertain assumptions parameters that may underestimate the metal content
on TSS. Uncertain parameters that were used in the model include the population density
threshold for estimating [Me]BS in urban rivers, and the annual share of bed sediments at the
river mouth (fBS). Sensitivity of these parameters is analysed to assess their relative impacts.
Sensitivity analysis
The results of the sensitivity analysis for tpop%, using values of 0.00, 0.50 and 0.70, are presented
in Figure 4.6. The outcomes are present the relative change to the outcomes under the original
run, with a tpop% of 0.30. It shows that with lower population density thresholds, metal contents
on TSS are estimated slightly higher and vice versa. This is due to the number of river basins
that are assumed to be urban. In the original run, 73% of the river basins were classified as
urban. For the tpop% of 0.00, this is 100%, while the tpop% of 0.50 and 0.70 have only 58% and
28% urban rivers respectively. River basins that are classified as pristine have a relatively low
metal content since the content is determined only by lithology. More pristine river basins, thus
lowers the average metal content on TSS. The effect of changing the population density
threshold is however minor, and does not explain the large difference in the comparison with
measured data, which can be up to 5 times higher for some river basins (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.6: Boxplots showing the change in copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium
(Cd) contents on total suspended solids (TSS) for different population density thresholds (tpop%),
relative to the original values with a tpop% of 0.30. The outcomes are for European river basin
in the year 2000 and are calculated by the PREME model, see description in Section 4.2.1
The outcomes of the sensitivity analysis with a fixed fBS for all river basins, with values of 0.25,
0.50 and 0.75 are presented in Figure 4.7. All results are normalised to the original results of
the PREME model. The majority of the outcomes show an increase in metal content on TSS,
under all values for fBS and for all four metals. This is not surprising, since the values for fBS
had a median of 0.07 and the runs in the sensitivity thus all represent a larger share of bed
sediments at the river mouth. The results show that fBS has a much larger impact on the
outcomes of the PREME model. Particularly for an fBS of 0.75, the results may be up to four
times as high as in the original values. The PREME model is thus highly sensitive to fBS. This
could partly explain the underestimation of the model. Moreover, it shows that results of the
PREME model should be interpreted with care, since the estimation of fBS was highly uncertain
but have a large impact on the results.

Figure 4.7: Boxplots showing the change in copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium
(Cd) contents on total suspended solids (TSS) for different input values for the fraction of bed
sediments in TSS at the river mouth (fBS). Outcomes relative to the original values with an fBS
as calculated in Section 4.2.1 (median fBS = 0.07). The outcomes are for European river basin
in the year 2000 and are calculated by the PREME model, see description in Section 4.2.1.
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4.3.2. Model predictions: Metal contents on total suspended solids and river export of
particulate metals in Europe
The Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model was developed and applied
in Section 4.2. The two main outputs of the PREME model are (1) the annual average content
of Cu, Zn, Pb and Zn on total suspended solids (TSS), and (2) the particulate river export of
these metals.
Metal contents on total suspended solids
Metal contents on TSS at the river mouth ([Me]TSS) are determined by three factors in the
PREME model: the modelled bed sediments metal content at the river mouth ([Me]BS), the
measured soil metal content in the river basin ([Me]soil) and the mass-fraction of bed sediments
in TSS at the river mouth (fBS). The fBS is equal for all metals, while [Me]BS and [Me]soil are
variable amongst metals. The average values for [Me]TSS, [Me]BS and [Me]soil, for all four metals
are presented in Table 4.6.
This Table indicates large differences between metal contents in soil and in bed sediments. For
each metal, both median and weighted averages of [Me]BS are at least twice as high as [Me]soil.
Median and average values for [Me]TSS are much closer to [Me]soil than to [Me]BS. This
emphasises that the contribution of soil particles to river export of TSS is high, which is also
confirmed by a low fBS. The median value of fBS is 0.07 and the weighted average is 0.14. Thus,
on average in all river basins in Europe, the soil particles make up for 86%.
Table 4.6: Measured metal contents in soils, and modelled metal contents in bed sediments (BS)
and on total suspended solids (TSS) at the river mouths of European river basins for the year
2000. The Table shows the median and average* copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium
(Cd) contents in mg kg-1 over European river basins. Metal contents in soils are from the
GEMAS database (Reimann et al., 2014). Metal contents in bed sediments and on TSS are from
the PREME model (Model description in Section 4.2.1).

Median
Average*

Cu
mg kg-1
Soils BS
TSS
14.1 28.5 16.8
14.4 36.5 17.4

Zn
mg kg-1
Soils BS
TSS
44.6 122 55.0
41.7 139 55.4

Pb
mg kg-1
Soils BS
TSS
17.2 56.0 22.4
17.3 53.6 22.8

Cd
mg kg-1
Soils BS
TSS
0.27 0.60 0.34
0.26 0.68 0.33

*Averages are weighted to the total area of river basins
The output of the PREME model on [Me]TSS shows large spatial variability throughout Europe,
caused by spatial variability the [Me]soil and [Me]BS and fBS. The spatial variability of these four
parameters can be obtained for the four metals in Figure 4.8 (Cu), Figure 4.9 (Zn), Figure 4.10
(Pb) and Figure 4.11 (Cd). [Me]soil, [Me]BS, and [Me]TSS are presented on the same scale per
metal which makes it easy the results per river basin. This shows several interesting insights.
First, the results confirm that modelled [Me]BS is larger than [Me]soil in most of the river basins,
but has a relatively low impact on [Me]TSS. This is best exemplified by Zn (Figure 4.9). Most
of the river basins in Europe have a modelled [Zn]BS of above 100 mg kg-1. Meanwhile is the
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measured [Zn]soil in almost all river basins lower than 70 mg kg-1. The modelled [Zn]TSS is
slightly higher than [Zn]soil in most of the river basins but is nowhere close to the values of
[Zn]BS. In few exceptions however, e.g. in Southern Finland, [Zn]TSS is substantially higher than
[Zn]soil. This is probably a result of a relatively high modelled fBS, which was already described
as a crucial parameter in the sensitivity analysis in Section 4.3.1..
In few river basins, modelled [Me]BS is lower than measured [Me]soil. This can be well observed
for Pb (Figure 4.10). The reason that [Pb]soil is in some cases higher than [Pb]BS is probably
related to specific anthropogenic activities for which the PREME model does not account in
the estimation of [Me]BS. One of these activities is mining, which was also emphasised by
Horowitz and Stephens (2008) to be an activity that largely impacts the metal content.
Moreover, river basins that were affected by mining activities were left out of the NAWQA
dataset that from Horowitz and Stephens (2008), and are thus not included in the determination
of [Me]BS as well.
As a result of a low modelled fBS in most of the river basins, high modelled values of [Me]TSS
are generally found in places with a high [Me]soil. Largest modelled values for [Cu]TSS are found
in southern Europe and on the British Isles (Figure 4.8). These places also show elevated
[Zn]TSS, supplemented with river basins in southern Scandinavia and in central and north
western Europe (Figure 4.9). For Pb, hotspots of [Pb]TSS are found mainly on the British Isles
and western Europe (Figure 4.10). The same places have elevated modelled [Cd]TSS, including
small river basins along the Adriatic coast (Figure 4.11).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.8: (a) Measured copper (Cu) content in the topsoil that is averaged over the river basin in mg kg-1, (b) modelled content of Cu in bed sediments at the
river mouths in mg kg-1,(c) modelled mass-fraction of bed sediments in total suspended solids (TSS) at the river mouth and (d) modelled contents of Cu on TSS
at the river mouths in mg kg-1 for European river basins. River basins are from the simulated topological network (Vörösmarty et al., 2000). Measured Cu
content in the topsoil is from the GEMAS database (Reimann et al., 2014). Modelled mass-fraction of bed sediments in TSS, Cu content in bed sediments and Cu
content on TSS at the river mouths are from the Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model (see model description in Section 4.2.1).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.9: (a) Measured zinc (Zn) content in the topsoil that is averaged over the river basin in mg kg-1, (b) modelled content of Zn in bed sediments at the river
mouths in mg kg-1,(c) modelled mass-fraction of bed sediments in total suspended solids (TSS) at the river mouth and (d) modelled contents of Zn on TSS at the
river mouths in mg kg-1 for European river basins. River basins are from the simulated topological network (Vörösmarty et al., 2000). Measured Zn content in
the topsoil is from the GEMAS database (Reimann et al., 2014). Modelled mass-fraction of bed sediments in TSS, Zn content in bed sediments and Zn content on
TSS at the river mouths are from the Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model (see model description in Section 4.2.1).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.10: (a) Measured lead (Pb) content in the topsoil that is averaged over the river basin in mg kg-1, (b) modelled content of Pb in bed sediments at the
river mouths in mg kg-1,(c) modelled mass-fraction of bed sediments in total suspended solids (TSS) at the river mouth and (d) modelled contents of Pb on TSS at
the river mouths in mg kg-1 for European river basins. River basins are from the simulated topological network (Vörösmarty et al., 2000). Measured Pb content
in the topsoil is from the GEMAS database (Reimann et al., 2014). Modelled mass-fraction of bed sediments in TSS, Pb content in bed sediments and Pb content
on TSS at the river mouths are from the Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model (see model description in Section 4.2.1).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.11: (a) Measured cadmium (Cd) content in the topsoil that is averaged over the river basin in mg kg -1, (b) modelled content of Cd in bed sediments at
the river mouths in mg kg-1,(c) modelled mass-fraction of bed sediments in total suspended solids (TSS) at the river mouth and (d) modelled contents of Cd on
TSS at the river mouths in mg kg-1 for European river basins. River basins are from the simulated topological network (Vörösmarty et al., 2000). Measured Cd
content in the topsoil is from the GEMAS database (Reimann et al., 2014). Modelled mass-fraction of bed sediments in TSS, Cd content in bed sediments and Cd
content on TSS at the river mouths are from the Particulate River Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model (see model description in Section 4.2.1).
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River export of particulate metals
River export of particulate metal is expressed as the particulate metal yield (yldPMe) in g km-2
year-1 and as the particulate metal load at the river mouth (LdPMe) in Mg year-1. According to
the PREME model, the annual river export of particulate metals by all European river basins is
9778 Mg Cu year-1, 25000 Mg Zn year-1, 10988 Mg Pb year-1 and 163 Mg Cd year-1. This
reflects average metal yields of 1636 g Cu km-2 year-1, 4183 g Zn km-2 year-1, 1443 g Pb km-2
year-1 and 680 g Cd km-2 year-1.
Modelled river export of particulate metals show large variation throughout Europe, as can be
observed in Figure 4.12. The patterns of variability are however similar for all metals. Common
hotspots for river export of particulate Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd found in south and south eastern
Europe, and northern Scandinavia. Some of these (e.g. in south and south-eastern Europe) river
basins reflect river basins that have a relatively high [Me]TSS, but generally the patterns for
[Me]TSS and yldTSS are different. This implies that yldPMe is likely more affected by yldTSS,
which is the second parameter that determines yldPMe. Modelled yldTSS is mapped in Figure A1 (Appendix A1). This shows large similarities with the four maps in Figure 4.13. To check for
the impact of yldTSS on yldPMe, these factors were plotted against each other in Figure 4.12. In
this Figure, yldPMe is plotted in g km-2 year-1 and yldTSS in Mg km-2 year-1 on a logarithmic scale.
This Figure show that indeed yldTSS is the main driver for yldPMe. The impact of [ME]TSS can
be observed, mostly by differences of magnitudes, and amongst the metals as a cloud around
the average [Me]TSS for all river basins.

Figure 4.12: Modelled river export of particulate copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and
cadmium (Cd) plotted against river export of total suspended solids (TSS) in Europe. River
export is expressed in yields, for TSS yield (YldTSS) in Mg km-2 year-1 and for particulate metal
yield (yldPMe) in g km-2 year-1. The results are plotted on logarithmic scale. Results on yldTSS
are from the Global NEWS model (Mayorga et al., 2010) and results on yldPMe are from the
PREME model (see model description in Section 4.2.1).
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Figure 4.13: Modelled river export of particulate copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) in European river basins. River export is expressed as
yield in g km-2 year-1. River basins are from the simulated topological network (Vörösmarty et al., 2000). Modelled metal yields are from the Particulate River
Export of Metals in Europe (PREME) model (see model description in Section 4.2.1).
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4.4. Summarising findings
This chapter addresses RQ3 on the river export of particulate metals. This is done by developing
a parsimonious model, the PREME model, that estimates the TSS Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd content
at the river mouth in mg kg-1 and the river export of these metals in g km-2 year-1 and g year-1.
Metal contents on TSS are calculated by combining estimates on the metal contents in bed
sediments and in soil. Metal contents in bed sediments are from natural and anthropogenic
factors, and metal contents in soil are from measured values. The relative impact of each metal
content on the TSS metal content is defined by the relative proportion of bed sediments in TSS
at the river mouth (fBS), which is determined by interpretation of a statistical equation.
The model was run, and was evaluated by comparing modelled and measured values and by
sensitivity analysis. The model evaluation shows that the PREME model underestimates the
TSS metal contents, which is probably due because the model assumes high erosive inputs.
Sensitivity analysis stresses that fBS largely affects the results. Estimates for fBS in the PREME
model are highly uncertain, and this probably largely affect the model outcomes. The results of
the PREME model should therefore be interpreted with care. Nevertheless, the results from the
PREME model were discussed in this Chapter.
Spatial variability amongst river basins is observed for the river export of particulate metals in
Europe. Higher river exports of particulate metals are generally found for the four metals in
small basins along Italy and Northern Scandinavia. The factor with that largely affects the
results is the river export of TSS. Metal contents on TSS at the river mouth are also variable
and show different patterns than river export of particulate metals. River basins with high metal
content on TSS are generally found at the British Isles, in north-western Europe, and in southand south-eastern Europe. These river basins reflect places with elevated soil metal content as
well. This was not surprising, considering the relatively low values for fBS and the large impact
that this factor has.
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Chapter 5. Discussion and overall conclusions
5.1. Introduction
This final Chapter discusses the methodologies and outcomes of the study. First, I will compare
my thesis with other studies and point out the main strengths and weaknesses of my thesis in
Section 5.2. Next, in Section 5.3, I will suggest research recommendations. Finally, in Section
5.4, general conclusions are presented.

5.2. Discussion
5.2.1. Comparison with other studies
Modelling river export particulate metals
The PREME model is the first parsimonious model that estimates river export of particulate
metals for many river basins. To my knowledge, only one study focussed on the river export of
particulate metals in river basins, but only for the USA (Horowitz et al., 2012).
Horowitz et al. (2012) calculated the river export of 33 sediment associated chemicals
(including Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd) in 131 coastal river basins in the USA. They have used an
approach which is similar to my modelling approach by making the river export of particulate
metals a function of river export of TSS and their related metal contents. Two important
differences, however, can be noted between the study of Horowitz et al. (2012) and my thesis.
First, Horowitz et al. (2012) relied on measured data [Me]TSS and TSS yield yldTSS. In my thesis,
no data was available on [Me]TSS, and yldTSS was retrieved from the Global NEWS model. The
strength of the study of Horowitz et al. (2012) is that the estimated values for yldPME are
probably more accurate. Although the values in my studies are not fully accurate and likely
underestimated, they are valuable because they are the first estimates for Europe and not
dependent on any measuring plan. The second difference is that Horowitz et al. (2012) only use
Me]BS to approximate [Me]TSS. [Me]BS in their study per river basin was retrieved from the
NAWQA database from Horowitz and Stephens (2008). The PREME model, however, uses
two factors to determine [Me]TSS, namely [Me]BS and [Me]soil. The estimation of [Me]BS in the
PREME model uses the same data source as Horowitz et al. (2012) use to estimate [Me]TSS, but
is corrected for lithology. The major reason for this correction was to include variability in
pristine river basis in the model. This is not relevant for the study of Horowitz though, because
they have a natural variability in the measured data already. However, the inclusion of [Me]soil
in my thesis is a fundamental difference with the study of Horowitz et al. (2012). The strength
of this is that erosive inputs are directly included in TSS. On the other hand, it also is probably
one of the main reasons of underestimation by the PREME model.
The modelled averages for [Me]TSS in European river basins by the PREME model are 17, 55,
22 and 0.3 mg kg-1 for Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd, respectively (Table 4.6). The American averages for
[Me]TSS from Horowitz et al. (2012) are more than twice as high for all metals with 42, 150, 59
and 0.6 mg kg-1 for Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd, respectively. The difference between them is large. One
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of the reasons is associated with the study area: my thesis focuses on European river basins and
not on American river basins. In Chapter 4 I already argued that underestimation by the PREME
model may be caused by low [Me]soil in combination with a low fBS. Modelled average
outcomes for [Me]BS in the PREME model are 37, 139, 54 and 0.7 mg kg-1 for Cu, Zn, Pb and
Cd, respectively (Table 4.6). These values are comparable to [Me]BS from Horowitz et al.
(2012). This supports the finding that the PREME model underestimates the values through the
incorporation of [Me]soil, which is relatively low. Moreover, it stresses that large improvements
may be reached when the impact of soil particles is better understood and their related factors
(both [Me]soil and fBS) are estimated more accurately.
Comparison with metal safety guidelines
Water quality in the European Union is monitored and regulated through the European Water
Framework Directive (WFD), Directive 2000/60/EC of the European commission. This
Directive was set up to achieve a ‘good ecological and chemical status’ for rivers in the EU
(Menchaca2012). Chemical status is monitored by Environmental Quality Standards (EQS),
which refer to the maximum measured concentration of a specific pollutant in water, sediment
or biota that indicate ‘good’ status (Directive 2000/60/EC). EQS have been developed for a list
of 33 priority substances, including Pb and Cd, in Directive 2008/105/EC of the European
Union. For metals only the dissolved concentration in surface water are assessed however
(Table 5.1).
Guidelines do not exist within the WFD for particulates metals. For some river basins, however,
target values for TSS metal contents have been discussed in literature (Fliedner et al., 2014).
The EQS and the modelled contents of Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd in the River Elbe and the River Rhine
are presented in Table 5.1. This Table shows that the modelled results are lower than and thus
comply with these EQS (Fliedner et al., 2014).
Table 5.1: European environmental quality standards (EQS) for copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead
(Pb) and cadmium (Cd) in the dissolved concentration and on suspended solids contents. MACWFD is the maximum allowable concentrations from the Water framework Directive.
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
Source
Dissolved metals
mg L-1 mg L-1 mg L-1 mg L-1
MAC - WFD
N/A
N/A
14
1.5* EU Directive 2008/105/E
Metals on suspended solids mg kg-1 mg kg-1 mg kg-1 mg kg-1
River Elbe
EQS
80
400
100
1.2
Fliedner et al., 2014
Modelled
18
69
35
0.5
PREME model
River Rhine
Fliedner et al., 2014
EQS
50
200
100
1.0
Modelled
18
67
40
0.4
PREME model
* Standard for dissolved Cd depends on water hardness. Presented value is the maximum Cd
concentration.
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5.2.2. Strengths
Three major strengths of this thesis are identified below.
First, the modelling approach is uniform for the four metals and is flexible. The modelling
approach for the river export of particulate phosphorus in the Global NEWS model was used as
a starting point for my thesis in Chapter 2. This approach is purely statistical and depends on
the river export of TSS and concentration of TSS only. Moreover, the Global NEWS model does
not directly account for any inputs of phosphorus to the river basin. The modelling approach of
the PREME model is fundamentally different. This model makes the river export of particulate
metals directly dependent on the river export of TSS and the metal content on TSS. The
approach that I used for the PREME model allows to use the same value for the river export of
TSS for all metals, while only accounting for differences in the metal contents on TSS. The
main advantage of this is that it is consistent. Furthermore, it changes can easily be implemented
if new insights are created in further research.
Second, the PREME model is unique by combining bed sediment and soil metal contents to
estimate the metal content on TSS. Metal contents in bed sediments were used in an earlier
attempt to estimate the annual particulate metal load (Horowitz et al., 2012), but a combination
of metal contents in bed sediments and soils was never done. Although the inclusion of soil
probably is a major reason for underestimation of metal contents on TSS in the PREME model
(see for example, Section 4.3.2), it is a potentially valuable parameter. By including metal
contents in soil for the calculation of metal contents on TSS, it is attempted to divide the bulk
TSS at the river mouth into a clean soil and a polluted bed sediment component. This forms a
basis for future research into soil-TSS relationships.
Third, a lot of new insights we gained due to the novelty of the study. The PREME model is
the model for river export of particulate metals. Throughout the thesis, several crucial lessons
were learnt that have led to a better understanding of the principles of the river export of
particulate metals. The main lesson was that river export of particulate metals is a complex
process and is variable in place and time, but can still be modelled on an annual basis. In the
starting phase of the thesis, I noted that the major source for suspended solids comes from
erosion. In the proposal phase, this led to the hypothesis that the metal content of the particulates
that are exported by rivers are comparable to the metal contents in the soil in the river basin.
Comparison between measured soil and TSS metal contents in literature however showed that
metal contents on TSS are much higher metal than in soil. That was the main reason to add
Chapter 3 to my thesis. In this Chapter, I found that the river export of particulate metals varies
in time and place, which complicates it for a modelling study with annual river exports.
However, I learned that part of this variating can be averaged out over the year. For example,
bed sediments settle in summer during low water discharges and resuspend during floods.
During these floods, TSS consists predominantly of these fine-grained, metal-enriched, bed
sediments. This causes an enormous increase in particulate river export during these times.
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Annually, however, these peaks can be averaged out and the river export of bed sediments is
relatively constant. Annual river export is therefore less complex than for example weekly or
monthly.
5.2.3. Weaknesses
Despite the strengths and the achievements of my thesis, several weaknesses still exist. Two
main weaknesses are acknowledged in this Section.
Large uncertainties in estimated parameters
Several crucial parameters in the PREME model were estimated with a high uncertainty. The
fraction of bed sediments (fBS) was derived from interpretation of a statistical equation. The
values for fBS estimated in Chapter 2, are low. To estimate the exact fraction of bed sediments
and soil particles in TSS at the river mouth based on measured data is difficult. Though, fBS was
assumed to represent the fraction of fine-grained sediments (fFG) in Chapter 4. fFG can be
estimated more easily, with the fine-grained fraction containing the silt and clay fraction
(<63µm). Measurements on TSS in the Po River reported an fFG in suspended solids of 64 and
95%, depending on the water discharge (Davide et al., 2003). The estimated value for fBS in this
river, however, estimated at 0.02%. The estimated value of fBS is not close to the measured
values for fFG which emphasises the high uncertainty of the fBS value. Meanwhile, the weighted
average of the estimated fBS at 10% is also in a different order of magnitude than fFG in Davide
et al. (2003). The sensitivity analysis in Section 4.3.1 showed that the highly factor fBS has a
large impact on the outcomes of the PREME model. Thus, modelling results should be
interpreted with care as a first explorative attempt to develop and test a modelling approach for
metals. Due to its high importance, improving fBS should have high priority in follow-up
research.
The second uncertain parameter is the metal content in bed sediments ([Me]BS). The calculation
of this parameter involves two independent datasets on natural and anthropogenic drivers for
metals in bed sediments. To connect both drivers, the results for urban rivers are adjusted for
the lithology (Figure 4.4). This means that the final results of [Me]BS do not exactly follow the
regressions that were done in earlier Chapter 4. Validation of [Me]BS is required in follow-up
research to assess whether the assumptions for [Me]BS made in my thesis are valid. I did not do
this due to limited data availability. Additional data collection would be required for this
validating.
Issues related to the course spatial resolution
The PREME model has a spatial resolution of a river basin (calculation unit). This forces the
model to work with inputs that are also on a river basin scale. The aim of the PREME model is
however to give a relevant output for a specific point, namely at the river mouth. The factors
that affect properties of TSS at this point are probably not evenly distributed throughout the
river basin, but are likely to be more affected by local parameters. For example, the city of
Lisbon, situated at the river mouth of the Tagus river, has a population density of 898 people
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km-2 (Almeida et al., 2010). The basin-wide average population density is, however, only 101
people km-2. Using the basin wide population density in the PREME model does probably not
account for local inputs at the river mouth, leading to underestimation of [Me]TSS at the river
mouth.
Another issue related to the course spatial resolution is the inconsistency in spatial scale of the
[Me]BS and [Me]soil parameters in the PREME model. The spatial scale of [Me]BS is the river
mouths, while [Me]soil is the average of the total river basin. The PREME model assumes that
the soil particles at the river mouth are similar to the average soil in river basin. Two issues are
related to that assumption. First, the average soil metal contents in the total river basins area do
not necessarily reflect the hillslope parts of the river. Second, it does not distinguish particles
that erode more easily or particles that are more retained in the river. Preferably, the average
soil metal content is be corrected to these factors (e.g. clay or organic matter content) to provide
a better idea of metal contents on spoil particles at the river mouths. Though, it is difficult to
implement this, because it requires new information on soil type and slopes, and the effect that
they have.

5.3. Research recommendations
This thesis presents first explorative insights into the export of metals by European rivers. More
research will be needed to improve overall performance of the PREME model.
First, estimates on crucial factors for the PREME model should be improved to better estimate
the metal contents on TSS. One of these crucial factors is the relative share of bed sediments
(fBS). This factor affected the outcomes a lot compared to population density percentile
threshold, and therefore should receive a lot of attention.
Second, improvement can be made by adding extra factors that affect the TSS metal content,
such as mining. In Chapter 4.3.2 I already argued that mining is not included in the calculation
of the bed sediment metal content. It is currently included in the soil metal content, but there
the effect is diluted by taking the average for the river basin. A study focussed on such inputs
can largely improve the model. Another improvement can be made with the inclusion of grain
size. In my thesis I used soil particles as reference for course-grained and bed sediments for
fine-grained sediments. Metal contents on these particles, however, do not fully reflect metal
contents on both types of TSS. Moreover, bed sediments and soil particles are both a mixture
of fine and course-grained sediments. More emphasis should therefore be on the grain size of
TSS at the river mouths. This could be based on the variability and magnitudes of water
discharge in the river basin, which I identified as a crucial factor in Chapter 3. Although the
PREME works with annual input variables, the impact of values such as Fournier discharge
(squared sum of monthly water discharges divided through annual water discharge) can capture
annual variability and magnitude of discharge.
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Third, the database on measured metal contents on TSS should be expanded. Validation of the
PREME model was done with measured data from various published articles and databases.
This data was collected at different times and with different aims. Besides, most of them do not
result from annual sampling and therefore do not reflect annual averaged metal contents on
TSS. Long-term measured data is required, preferably in combination with TSS concentration
and water discharge at the sampling time, to represent annual average metal contents. These
data were available for only the Meuse and Rhine Rivers, and were retrieved from the Dutch
water managing Authority (Rijkswaterstaat, n.d.). Potentially, monitoring programs from water
managing authorities from other European countries or from other instances (e.g. for a
particular river basin) can provide required data.
Fourth, most emphasis of this thesis was placed on the results of the metal contents on TSS at
river mouths, rather than the river export of particulate metal. Though, as the river export of
TSS was identified as a main driver for the river export of particulate metals, modelled
outcomes on particulate metal export cannot go without a critical reflection on the TSS river
export of the Global NEWS model and comparison with more recent approaches to calculate
the river export of TSS.
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5.4. Overall conclusions
The Global NEWS model is a solid basis for modelling the river export of particulate metal for
world rivers (RQ1, Chapter2). This model contains several input parameters per river basin that
provide crucial information on river basin characteristics. The modelling approach for the river
export of particulate phosphorus in the Global NEWS model is not useful for this thesis because
this approach is purely statistical. The river export of TSS, however, is valuable for this thesis
because metals are exported with TSS. The modelling approach for particulate combines the
river export of TSS and the contents of these metals on TSS at the river mouth. By using this
approach, a similar constant for the four metals (the river export of TSS) is used and metal
inputs can be directly linked to the river export of particulate metals.
Metal contents on TSS are variable in place and time, and are affected by natural and
anthropogenic impacts (RQ2, Chapter 3). Two important factors that affect the metal contents
on TSS are the grain size and the origin of TSS. Fine-grained particles are usually more enriched
than course-grained particles and bed sediments contain higher metal contents than soil
particles. The occurrence of these factors depends on the water discharge. During low discharge
conditions, TSS metal contents at the river mouth are high because the TSS then predominantly
consist of relatively metal enriched fine-grained sediments. Under higher discharges also larger,
relatively clean, sediments are exported to the river mouths.
The PREME model was developed to gain insight in the river export of particulate metals in
European river basins. This model combines statistical and process-based methods to estimate
the TSS metal content at the river mouth (based on estimates for metal contents in soil and the
bed sediments) and the river export of particulate metals (based on the TSS metal content at the
river mouth and the river export of TSS). Model evaluation shows that the PREME model likely
underestimates the metal contents on TSS. I argued that this is probably related to the
incorporation of the soil metal content. Sensitivity analysis stresses that modelled TSS metal
content is highly sensitive for bed sediment fraction in TSS. Nevertheless, is this
underestimation of minor impact on the river export of particulate metals, which is
predominantly affected by the river export of TSS.
This thesis provides unique insights in the river export of particulate metal and is a first step in
the development of a model for river export of metals. Such model can provide valuable
information by identifying risks of metals to aquatic ecosystems and society.
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Appendices
A1.

Data from the global NEWS model:

The output of the Global NEWS model on river export of total suspended solids (TSS) in the
year 2000 is presented in Figure A- 2 (Mayorga et al., 2010). The TSS yield (yldTSS) widely
varies amongst river basins, from 0 up to 1244 Mg km-2 year-1. Patterns in spatial variation are
comparable to those in Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd (Figure 4.13). This implies that yldTSS is an important
driver for the river export of particulate metals (yldPMe).

Figure A- 1: Modelled annual river export of total suspended solids (TSS) for European river
basins in the year 2000. River export is expressed as yield in Mg TSS km-2 year-1. Source:
Global NEWS model (Mayorga, et al., 2010)
Another parameter from the Global NEWS model that is important for the PREME model is the
dominant lithology class (LCd). This parameter was already defined for the Global NEWS
model and was retrieved from Amiotte-Suchet et al. (2003) (Mayorga et al., 2010). LCd is used
in the calculation of yldTSS, fBS and [Me]BS, nat. Seven LCd classes were determined in Europe.
Sand/Sandstone-Gabbros, Carbonate rocks, Shales, Shields, Acid volcanic, Basalt and
Ice/Other. The dominant lithology classes for all European river basins are presented in Figure
A- 2.

Figure A- 2: Dominant lithology classes in European river basins. Data retrieved from the
Global NEWS model (Mayorga, et al., 2010), originally by Amiotte Suchet et al. (2003). River
basins are from the simulated topological network (Vörösmarty et al., 2000).
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A2. Regression parameters and performance parameters for metal contents in bed
sediments in urban rivers under different population density thresholds
Section 4.2.1 discusses the calculation of metal contents in bed sediments at the river mouth.
This is done by classifying rivers as urban and pristine. Pristine rivers are affected by natural
factors (lithological background material) and urban rivers by natural and anthropogenic
impacts (by population density percentile). The relation between population density percentile
(pop%) and the contents of Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd in bed sediments was drawn by exponential
regressions. These regressions were done based on a threshold values for pop% (tpop%). tpop%
defines the division between urban and pristine river basins. Since only urban rivers were
included in the repressions, tpop% thus also determined the values that were included in the
regression. Regressions were done for four values of tpop%: 0.0, 0.30, 0.50 and 0.70. The
performances of these regressions were assessed through the performance parameters NRMSE,
NMAE and ME (see Section 4.2.1 for description and calculation of these parameters). The
performance parameters indicated the tpop% of 0.30 as ‘best’ regression. The scatter plots
showing the regression have been presented in 4.2.1, with related regression and performance
parameters Table 4.2. This Section gives insights in the other regressions.
The scatter plots Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd contents in bed sediments against pop% for a tpop% of 0.00
(left), 0.50 (middle) and 0.70 (right) are presented in Figure A- 3. This Figure
Table A- 1: Regression parameters (a and b) for Eq. 4.6 and performance parameters for
copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) with population density threshold values
of 0.00, 0.50 and 0.70. a and b are parameters in the calculation of metal contents in bed
sediments in urban rivers, as done through Eq. 4.6. Performance parameters Normalised Root
Mean Squared Error (NRMSE), Normalised Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) and Model
Efficiency (ME) are calculated according Eq. 4.3 to 4.5. See a description of the parameters in
Section 4.2.1.
Threshold
0.00

0.30

0.50

0.70

Metal
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd

a

b

NRMSE

NMAE

ME

16.15
73.37
15.04
0.31
11.43
58.00
12.03
0.20
10.52
46.98
8.88
0.16
13.48
31.76
5.47
0.12

1.41
1.24
1.77
1.29
1.89
1.60
2.06
1.91
2.00
1.82
2.45
2.17
1.72
2.28
3.01
2.53

0.32
0.31
0.39
0.47
0.29
0.29
0.37
0.44
0.28
0.28
0.34
0.43
0.28
0.29
0.33
0.41

0.23
0.20
0.24
0.32
0.20
0.20
0.24
0.31
0.20
0.21
0.24
0.32
0.20
0.23
0.25
0.31

-0.33
-1.50
-0.85
-4.04
0.64
0.85
0.63
0.48
0.76
0.78
0.83
0.60
0.40
0.56
0.65
0.28
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Figure A- 3: Averaged measured copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) content
in bed sediment per population density percentile (pop%) against pop%. The metal contents
are all in mg kg-1 and the pop% reflects the n-th percentile in the range of all population
densities of the NAWQA database (Horowitz and Stephens, 2008). The lines represent the
exponential regressions under the different thresholds for pop% (tpop%); the yellow line for a
tpop% of 0.00, red for a tpop% of 0.30, green for a tpop% of 0.50 and black for a tpop% of 0.70. The
regressions are exponential and combine pop% with the metal content in bed sediments
([Me] BS) through [Me] BS = a*e b*pop%, where and a and b are metal specific parameters (see
Table A- 1). The data on population density and metal contents are from the NAWQA database
(Horowitz and Stephens, 2008).
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A3.

Determination of pop%

A relation between the metal content in bed sediments in urban rivers with population density
percentile (pop%) within the total dataset in the NAWQA database by Horowitz and Stephens
(2008) was described in Section 4.2.1 and Appendix A2. For Europe such relation was
unknown. The population densities of European river basins were therefore recalculated to
values of pop%. This was done using Table A- 2. This Table presents the population densities
belonging to a pop% of 0.01 up to 1.00. Each value for pop% represents a range; a population
density (in persons km-2) between the lower and the upper boundary will be assigned to the
specific value for pop%.
Table A- 2: Intervals for the population density percentile within the NAWQA database (pop%).
Min and max are the lower and upper boundaries of a pop% for a given population density (in
persons/km2). The population densities for European river basins are assigned to a value when
they are equal to or higher than the lower boundary and lower than the higher boundary. For
example, a river basin with a population density of 43.2 person km-2 reflects a pop% of 0.59.
Perce
ntile
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25

Min

Max

0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.42
2.00
2.25
2.50
3.00
3.25
3.50
4.00
4.00
4.25
4.50
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.50
7.50
7.75
8.00

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.00
1.21
1.42
2.00
2.25
2.50
3.00
3.25
3.50
4.00
4.00
4.25
4.50
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.50
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.50

Perce
ntile
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.34
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.38
0.39
0.40
0.41
0.42
0.43
0.44
0.45
0.46
0.47
0.48
0.49
0.50

Min

Max

8.5
9.0
10.0
10.4
10.7
11.0
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.7
16.0
16.3
17.0
17.5
18.5
19.5
20.0
20.6
21.5
22.5
23.3
25.0
25.5

9.0
10.0
10.4
10.7
11.0
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.7
16.0
16.3
17.0
17.5
18.5
19.5
20.0
20.6
21.5
22.5
23.3
25.0
25.5
27.0

Perce
ntile
0.51
0.52
0.53
0.54
0.55
0.56
0.57
0.58
0.59
0.60
0.61
0.62
0.63
0.64
0.65
0.66
0.67
0.68
0.69
0.70
0.71
0.72
0.73
0.74
0.75

Min

Max

27.0
28.0
29.0
30.5
32.5
34.5
36.0
39.0
42.0
45.0
47.6
51.0
53.0
54.0
57.2
60.5
63.0
67.5
70.6
75.5
82.7
88.8
94.5
101
110

28.0
29.0
30.5
32.5
34.5
36.0
39.0
42.0
45.0
47.6
51.0
53.0
54.0
57.2
60.5
63.0
67.5
70.6
75.5
82.7
88.8
94.5
101
110
116

Perce
ntile
0.76
0.77
0.78
0.79
0.80
0.81
0.82
0.83
0.84
0.85
0.86
0.87
0.88
0.89
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
1.00

Min

Max

116
127
139
157
170
187
205
221
249
276
322
379
434
474
513
559
623
707
821
885
992
1096
1200
1328
1510

127
139
157
170
187
205
221
249
276
322
379
434
474
513
559
623
707
821
885
992
1096
1200
1328
1510
max
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A4.

Model code

The PREME model is written as python code. The code will be delivered with the final result.
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